
The 
TOR – Torentco Deal

Smoke & Mirrors



The TOR – Torentco Deal in Summary

 ▪︎ Tema Oil Refinery (TOR) has asked Ghana’s Public Procurement Authority (PPA) to approve a deal to lease its

main production assets to a company called Torentco Asset Management, which will take over TOR’s core refining 

business for 6 years.

▪︎ Torentco is allowed to refine up to 8 million barrels of oil a year by paying $1 million every year as annual rent.

▪︎ There is also an “additional rent” amount of $1.067 million per month. 

 ▪︎ If Torentco refines more than 8 million barrels, it pays $0.5 for each extra barrel.

▪︎ So, if Torentco stretches the refinery to its full limit and refines 16.5 million barrels, it pays $17.2 million in 

annual rent.

▪︎ Torentco will invest $22 million in capital expenditure to revamp the refinery. On top of that, it will assume 

responsibility for clearing provident fund arrears up to the tune of $2.5 million. 

▪︎ Torentco will furthermore pay $800,000 into a reserve fund plus $0.4 to cover maintenance expenses for every 

barrel refined, while assuming responsibility for insurance and utility payments. 

 At maximum production limit, Torentco’s maintenance commitments will cost about $7.4 million and insurance 

expenses will hit about $6 million per annum.



TOR’s Real Problems in a Nutshell

▪

▪

▪
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Aug. 2022

TOR signs term sheet to lease its assets to 
Decimal Capital. Decimal is owned by Mr. 
Asante Berko, former CEO of TOR, who resigned 
after being sued by the US government for 
bribing government officials in Ghana whilst 
working for Goldman Sachs. Mr. Michael Darko 
is a Director of Decimal.

Sep. 2022

Right to enter lease agreement with TOR shifts 
from Decimal to Baybridge Asset 
Management Limited (BAML). Most likely to 
obscure Mr. Berko’s role and his continued use 
of his political links to drive the transaction.

Nov. 2022

Mr. Asante Berko is arrested in the UK based on 
a request by the US. He is charged with 
corrupting Ghanaian officials in a Turkish power 
plant deal. He transfers his shares to Darko 
Investment Company owned by Mr. Michael 
Darko.

Jan. 2023

Torentco Asset Management is setup. It is owned 
by Mr. Michael Darko (with Mr. George Antwi as 
Director). TOR shifts relationship from Baybridge
to Torentco for the same leasing deal. 

None of these entities have any track record
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In short…










IMANI’s Proposals for the Way Forward













 www.imaniafrica.org

 www.imaniafrica.org



 https://www.facebook.com/imanicenter/

 https://twitter.com/ImaniAfr
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